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Linking for Best Practice

We're going to start to touch now on financial modelling best practice and one of the points

of best practice is that we should always link. We know that financial models contain inputs

and they contain outputs. Fundamental to that is having linking between the different cells,

between the different sheets and sometimes even between different files. If we don't have

linking, we don't have that flexible, dynamic, financial modelling. Linking is a very important

part of best practice.

Let me show you an example. I've given you a copy of a file Linking for Best Practice. Here

we have an example of a P&L. I'm going to finish off some calculations here. We’ve got

some sales revenue that can be calculated by calculating the number of units that we sell

multiplied by the sale price. Once we've got our P&L working, I'm then going to pull that

through into a summary and I'm going to show you a couple of techniques for doing that.

We have the sales revenue that we need to calculate. We've got some fixed costs. Those are

not going to change because we've got some fixed costs so those have already been input in

here. We've then got some variable costs that we need to calculate and from that we can

calculate the total costs, the total profit and the profit margin.

You can see that I've formatted. There's a very odd looking formatting here for my

assumptions over on the right hand side. Best practice is that we always make it very clear

what our assumptions are. We list them and quite often they are on a separate page. In this

case I am going to start off by having them on the same page but I've very clearly labelled

and put them into a separate section. You can see that I’ve formatted them like this and I've

done this using my styles. If you go to your home tab and under your cells styles you can see

that I've used the input styles and that's very helpfully been provided by Microsoft. You

don't necessarily have to use that but for the purposes of this course, I'm just going to go
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with the standard Microsoft Excel style for an input. The reason that we do that is so that

we can very clearly see that this is an input variable and that you're allowed to change it. It's

my signal to another modeller that when they open up my financial model they know that

that particular cell is a variable and they're allowed to change it.

What I can do here is link it through. I'm going to type equals, go to my number of units sold

multiplied by the sale price. That gives me $29,502 in sales revenue. Because it's been linked

using best practice, if I change one of these, so if that suddenly becomes 9,000 for example

and you can see there that my revenue is going to automatically change.

Let's go back down here now. Variable cost is going to change depending on the number of

units that we produce, so the manufacturing cost is 80 cents per unit, so I'll link that through

to here. I just clicked with the mouse, multiplied by and then I am just going to scroll up to

the number of units that I've sold, which is there. Again if I change the number of units, my

revenue will change and my variable costs will change as well.

My sales commission is going to be 5% multiplied by my sales revenue. Depending on how

much I have sold, my sales revenue is going to change. I'm just going to keep that consistent

and decrease the decimal here. I don't want those extra decimal places there just to keep

our financial statement nice and consistent there. There we go. You can see that my error

we had earlier has disappeared so I'm calculating my profit margin which is calculated based

on the total profit as a percentage of the revenue. I've linked this through using best

practice.

I've got my detailed P&L, what I want to do now is have a summary of that. I have a

summary at the front here and then I want to then link that through. What I don't want to

do is create another tab and start typing in again. I want to follow best practice so that if the

inputs change, if anything changes throughout my model, the output will just automatically

change which will save me a huge amount of time in the long run. I've set this up already

but you can just copy the entire sheet and just delete the rows that don't want. I go to fixed

costs, find my fixed costs and just click on it. That's the easiest way of linking one work sheet

to another or you could do it from one file to another. Be a little careful when you are

linking between files and we'll go into that in a little more detail in another section. It is
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quite dangerous when you're linking from one file to another. If you can, keep your links

internal the way we're doing here. We can then link our variable costs through as well. Scroll

down and find our variable costs, make sure you're picking up the right one, then I also need

to put in my revenue. That gives me a summary that's all linking through following best

practice.

Typically a financial model will have our inputs and our assumptions at the back, our

calculations in the middle and our output at the front so that when someone opens up the

file, they look at sheet one; they look at the front. I want to make it very clear what my

assumptions are so I've got it quite clearly labelled here but I actually want to have them on

another sheet, so let's have a look at how to do that because it's very straightforward.

I'm going to just add another tab at the back. Click on the other sheet and I'm going to call

this assumptions or inputs. You can highlight the whole lot like that or just grab all of your

assumptions. Ctrl X which is to cut or just right hand click to cut. I've just hit Ctrl X, go to

your assumptions page and Ctrl V or enter to paste. You can see here that everything is still

linking through. If I’d copied and pasted, it wouldn't have worked, I need to cut and paste.

When you've got your formulas linking through to your assumptions if you then take those

assumptions and cut and paste through to another section of the model, it's works

absolutely fine.

I can then go in and tidy this up. I don't need to have that big space in between, highlight all

of the rows right hand click and delete and we have a nice tidy model that follows best

practice. It links, it's clear, straightforward and easy for someone else to understand.


